Competition 13 – Leslie Williams Team & Individual Competition
13.1

Open to Home Counties Clubs and Associate Members.

13.2

Teams will consist of 3 members,clubs may enter as many teams as they wish.(Coaching is
permitted for teams only)

13.3

To be fired on NRA round bull targets at 200 yards,scoring 1 to 5/v, HPs 50.10. Course of fire, five
sighters and ten shots to count, with a .22 calibre rim-fire rifle.(iron sights). All shots to be
recorded on scorecard supplied by the Organiser — no convertible sighting shots are allowed.

13.4

Each team must provide butt markers and one firing point scorekeeper.

13.5

Teams will be squadded and clubs will be notified of detail times. Squadding times will be strictly
adhered to.

13.6

Team members will be entered on scorecard in order of shooting, before commencing to shoot.

13.7

There will be no previous practise, but the 25S S BM sighter strip may be used for zeroing. With
the strip vertical, shots striking the bull of the top diagram, when rifle is sighted on the bottom
diagram, should be within 2 minutes of the target centre at 200 yards.

13.8

The Individual section will be fired concurrently; individuals not in teams will fire after the
squadded team match, in which case they must provide their own butt Marker and Firing Point
Score Keeper.

13.9

Only the firer and wind coach together with scorekeeper may be on the firing point at any one time.

13.10 No competitor may shoot for more than one club nor may he shoot for one club as a team member
and another as an individual.
13.11 No individual or team may fire from a covered firing point.
13.12 No person, other than the competitor may touch the competitor’s rifle.
13.13 No club may have more than a team of three on one firing point e.g.. If team ‘A’ has run out of time
on its squadded detail, it may not complete using another team’s spare time.
13.14 In the event of a tie, the ‘Count-back’ method will be used in accordance with NRA procedure.
Teams - 1st, number of V bulls. 2nd, count back, (first points dropped by any team member loses)
Individual – V Bulls, then count back.
13.15 The Range Officer will be in charge of the shoot.
13.16 In the event of a dispute the Butts officer will gauge the shot and his decision will be final.
13.17 No late entries will be accepted on the range.
13.18 Time allowed for each team to shoot will be 45 minutes. Team captains are advised that this is 15
minutes per person.
13.19 Surrey confined trophies -The ‘Leslie Williams” Shield will be awarded to the winning team. The
‘John Cooke’ Cup will be awarded to the highest individual scorer. There will also be awards for
the highest scoring junior, and the highest scoring lady
13.20 Trophies for non Surrey clubs only.
13.21 No additional entry form is required for team members to compete in the individual section.

Competition 14 - 200 yds metric Team Individual Competition
14.1

Open to Home Counties Clubs and Associate Members.

14.2

Teams will consist of 3 members, clubs may enter as many teams as they wish.(Coaching is
permitted for teams only)

14.3

To be fired on 200yd Metric (200mr) targets scoring 1 to 10 HPs 100. Course of fire up to five
sighters and 10 scorings shots with a .22 calibre rim-fire rifle.(iron sights), if a competitor requires
less than five sighters a declaration must be made, “no more sighters” then the next shot will be the
first to count. All shots to be recorded on scorecard supplied by the organiser — no convertible
sighting shots are allowed.

14.4

Each team must provide butt markers and one firing point scorekeeper.

14.5

Teams will be squadded and clubs will be notified of detail times. Squadding times will be strictly
adhered to.

14.6

Team members will be entered on scorecard in order of shooting, before commencing to shoot.

14.7

There will be no previous practise, but the 25S S BM sighter strip may be used for zeroing. With
the strip vertical, shots striking the bull of the top diagram, when rifle is sighted on the bottom
diagram, should be within 2 minutes of the target centre at 200 yards.

14.8

The Individual section will be fired concurrently; individuals not in teams will fire after the
squadded team match, in which case they must provide their own butt Marker and Firing Point
Score Keeper.

14.9

Only the firer and wind coach together with scorekeeper may be on the firing point at any one time.

14.10 No competitor may shoot for more than one club nor may he shoot for one club as a team member
and another as an individual.
14.11 No individual or team may fire from a covered firing point.
14.12 No person, other than the competitor may touch the competitor’s rifle.
14.13 No club may have more than a team of three on one firing point e.g.. If team ‘A’ has run out of time
on its squadded detail, it may not complete using another team’s spare time
14.14 In the event of a tie, the count-back method will be used. No’s of 10s,9’s,8’s etc if still a tie, first
points dropped counting back from shot no 10 if still a tie, then it remains unbroken.
14.15 The Range Officer will be in charge of the shoot.
14.16 In the event of a dispute the Butts officer will gauge the shot and his decision will be final.
14.17 No late entries will be accepted on the range.
14.18 Time allowed for each team to shoot will be 45 minutes. Team captains are advised that this is 15
minutes per person.
14.19 Surrey confined trophies - The Trophy will be awarded to the winning team.
The Bob Cole Statuette will be awarded to the highest scoring individual.
14.20 Trophies for non Surrey clubs only.
14.21 No additional entry form is required for team members to compete in the individual section.

